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Notes from the President

Hello Riders,

We have the plans for the first of the 4 overnight rides. We will be heading to Phoenix for a 2 day (or 3 
day, if some riders want) trip. An email was sent out with the details. 

By early April, we need to look at the overnight plans for the North Rim of the Grand Canyon Trip 
(August 30 & 31). There are a limited number of rooms in that area, and we will need to book pretty 
early. 

Last year we waited too long to look into that trip. I may make a mistake or two, but I really don't want 
to repeat them.

If you have any question, comments or concerns, please let know. I am best reached on email at 
jtsleeter@cox.net. I have access to it on my phone, and check it pretty regularly. 

Ride safe,
Jason

Meeting / Elections
January 11, 2014

The Desert Riders gathered at Carter Powersports for the Monthly meeting. After a round of introductions, and 
meeting a few new faces (Welcome Shannon, Dennis, Chad and Leslie) we had a quick meeting. The 50 / 50 
was won by Dave, who asked us to put his winnings to the Ride For Kids (Thanks, Dave!). Lucky Doug won 
another of the gift cards. Joel asked a serious question about the media following up on recent motorcycle 
crashes in the valley. After the initial reporting of a rider down, there is very little reporting on the cause, condition 
of the rider, and any action taken after the incident. In the name of safety, it is a good exercise to look at how 
something can be prevented (if it can).

After the meeting 8 riders headed out to Nelson with Steve as the road captain. Riders included: Craig, Rhonda,
Wayne, Doug, Hugh, Steve, Shannon  and Chad.

After a half hour tour of the mining site and country store, most riders continued on to The Coffee Cup in Boulder 
City for a great lunch.

Thanks to Steve for leading the group, as the President had some book-keeping to take care of.

Upcoming Rides:

February 8
Meeting / Pahrump

February 16
Sunday lake ride

February 22
Dolan Springs / Kingman
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Death Valley
January 25, 2014

Ride Captain: Jason

Riders: Wayne, Joel, Chad, Bill, Dennis, Rick, 
Steve, Hugh, Jim & Mary.

I was a nice and warm day to finish out January in 
Southern Nevada. The Riders gathered at the 
Chevron on Blue Diamond, just West of the I-15. 
After we had all arrived and gassed up, We headed 
out the NV-160 toward Pahrump. We turned left on 
Tecopa Road, and headed out to California. We 
crossed the mountain pass and headed into the 
Hot Springs area before heading to Shoshone.

Some of the riders filled up and others took their 
chances at an early retirement. We chatted with 
the Gold Wing riders that were also heading out 
to Death Valley, and got a chance to say hi to 
Dick, on his custom GW Trike.

We saddled up and took the South Entrance, 
CA-178, into the park. There were a few areas 
with fresh asphalt, were the road had washed 
out over the Summer. The day got really warm 
as we traveled the valley to get to the lowest 
point in North America, Badwater Basin. After a 
photo and removal of some of the heavier gear, we headed out to Artist Drive. 

Artist Drive is a one land road that heads into a 
colorful set of canyons. There a re hairpin turns, 
deep washes and generally, a lot of fun on a 
motorcycle. For those that know Star Wars, some 
of the Jawa / R2-D2 scenes were filmed just off 
Artist Drive, inside the wash there. We left the 
Artist Drive and headed to Furnace Creek for 
Lunch.

After lunch and a bit of sticker shock at the new 
prices, we filled up and headed back to Pahrump 
on CA-190. After another fill, we headed back 
into Las Vegas.

It was a beautiful day and a great ride.

The crew at Bad Water

By the bikes

At Lunch



Closing notes:

On February 16th, we will be taking a Sunday ride up to Overton. Due to President's Day Weekend, the 
NP entry fee at the lake should be waved. We are starting at 10am from Carter Powersports. We will 
grab lunch in Overton before making the trip back to Vegas.

Hope to see everyone there.
-Jason

All the bikes at Furnace Creek

Badwater Basin


